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In 2003, libraries began offering free downloadable popular fiction and non-fiction e-books to the public, launching an e-book lending model that worked much more successfully for public libraries.[38] The number of library e-book distributors and lending models continued to increase over the next few years. p. 170. September – Amazon releases the
Kindle Paperwhite, its first e-reader with built-in front LED lights. Engadget.com. October – Bookeen reveals the Cybook Orizon at CES.[101] October – Kobo Inc. ^ "Scarcity of Giller-winning 'Sentimentalists' a boon to eBook sales" Archived November 20, 2012, at the Wayback Machine. ^ Metz, Cade. April 2010. Retrieved December 2, 2015.
December 14, 2004. ^ "Public Libraries Achieve Record-Breaking Ebook and Audiobook Usage in 2018". "Kindle DX: Amazon takes on the world". Journal of Electronic Publishing. 2012 E-book sales in the US market collect over three billion in revenue.[108] January – Apple releases iBooks Author, software for creating iPad e-books to be directly
published in its iBooks bookstore or to be shared as PDF files.[109] January – Apple opens a textbook section in its iBooks bookstore.[110] February – Nature Publishing announces the worldwide release of Principles of Biology, following the success of the pilot version some months earlier.[107] February – Library.nu (previously called ebooksclub.org
and gigapedia.com, a popular linking website for downloading e-books) is accused of copyright infringement and closed down by court order.[111] March – The publishing companies Random House, Holtzbrinck, and arvato bring to market an e-book library called Skoobe.[112] March – US Department of Justice prepares anti-trust lawsuit against
Apple, Simon & Schuster, Hachette Book Group, Penguin Group, Macmillan, and HarperCollins, alleging collusion to increase the price of books sold on Amazon.[113][114] March – PocketBook releases the PocketBook Touch, an E Ink Pearl e-reader, winning awards from German magazines Tablet PC and Computer Bild.[115][116] June – Kbuuk
releases the cloud-based e-book self-publishing SaaS platform[117] on the Pubsoft digital publishing engine. ^ "Cleared for take-off: Europe allows use of e-readers on planes from gate to gate". Retrieved April 27, 2016. 1963 Douglas Engelbart starts the NLS (and later Augment) projects.[15] c. W. ^ a b Hughes, Evan (August 20, 2013). ^ Playster
audiobook and e-book subscription debuts in the US Archived January 3, 2016, at the Wayback Machine. ^ Publication: Hugo and Nebula Anthology 1993 Archived August 21, 2016, at the Wayback Machine The Internet Speculative Fiction Database ^ Ebook timeline Archived September 21, 2016, at the Wayback Machine January 3, 2002. ^
Kozlowski, Michael (January 3, 2011). We're Obsessed with Your Privacy 1. "Role of e-reader adoption in life cycle greenhouse gas emissions of book reading activities". The Magazine. 1979 Roberto Busa finishes the Index Thomisticus, a complete lemmatisation of the 56 printed volumes of Saint Thomas Aquinas and of a few related authors.[59]
1980s and 1990s 1986 Judy Malloy writes and programmes the first online hypertext fiction, Uncle Roger, with links that take the narrative in different directions depending on the reader's choice.[60] 1989 Franklin Computer releases an electronic edition of the Bible that can only be read with a stand-alone device.[61] 1990 Eastgate Systems
publishes the first hypertext fiction released on floppy disk, afternoon, a story, by Michael Joyce.[62] Electronic Book Technologies releases DynaText, the first SGML-based system for delivering large-scale books such as aircraft technical manuals. Archived from the original on February 24, 2015. ^ "New Kindle Oasis is Waterproof, Costs $249, and
Has a 7" Screen". British Librarianship and Information Work 1991–2000: Rare book librarianship and historical bibliography. "Kindle vs. ^ "Google book-scanning project legal, says U.S. appeals court". The Oxford Companion to the Book. ^ Obaiduzzaman Khan (August 22, 2010). goodereader.com. Project Gutenberg. Archived from the original on
August 30, 2011. Retrieved December 30, 2013. February 21, 2006 ^ "Best Sellers. Retrieved March 10, 2016. Brink. Retrieved May 23, 2019. ISBN 978-1-59315-720-3. ^ Personal Dynamic Media Archived July 14, 2011, at the Wayback Machine – By Alan Kay and Adele Goldberg ^ Wisher, Robert A.; Kincaid, J. "Conflict Widens In E-Books
Publishing". Toronto Star, November 12, 2010. Retrieved April 12, 2012. Hart (1971) Despite the extensive earlier history, several publications report Michael S. ^ a b "Nature Education Launches Interactive Biology Textbook". In early 2000, NLM set up the PubMed Central repository, which stores full-text e-book versions of many medical journal
articles and books, through cooperation with scholars and publishers in the field. From 2005 to 2008, libraries experienced a 60% growth in e-book collections.[39] In 2010, a Public Library Funding and Technology Access Study by the American Library Association[40] found that 66% of public libraries in the U.S. were offering e-books,[41] and a
large movement in the library industry began to seriously examine the issues relating to e-book lending, acknowledging a "tipping point" when e-book technology would become widely established.[42] Content from public libraries can be downloaded to e-readers using application software like Overdrive and Hoopla.[43] The U.S. National Library of
Medicine has for many years provided PubMed, a comprehensive bibliography of medical literature. DON'T PANIC: The official Hitch-Hiker's Guide to the Galaxy companion. ^ Judge finds Apple guilty of fixing e-book prices (Updated) Archived January 14, 2015, at the Wayback Machine. ^ "Siding With Google, Judge Says Book Search Does Not
Infringe Copyright" Archived January 20, 2017, at the Wayback Machine, Claire Cain Miller and Julie Bosman, The New York Times, November 14, 2013. Retrieved June 29, 2011. 32 (4): 532–542. December 10, 2014. "Kindle Sells Out in 5.5 Hours". Baim (July 31, 1993). ^ Josh Lowensohn (January 19, 2012). Adobe.com. ^ "OPS 2.0 Elevated to
Official IDPF Standard". Bowman, J (ed.). Retrieved January 2, 2021. November – Amazon launches the Kindle Fire and Kindle Touch, both devices designed for e-reading. "Scribd Challenges Amazon and Apple With 'Netflix for Books'". MacRumors. ^ The Futility of E-Book Completion Data for Trade Publishers Ala Serafin. The Digital Shift. ^ a b c d
Wischenbart, Rüdiger (2015). ^ Rüdiger, W.; Carrenho, C. ^ dutta, moinak. Retrieved July 26, 2019. "Personal Electronic Aid for Maintenance: Final Summary Report" (PDF). City: Elsevier Science. ^ People are Not Reading the e-Books they Buy Anymore Archived October 22, 2015, at the Wayback Machine September 20, 2015. January 8, 2019. ^
Frederiksen, Linda; Cummings, Joel; Cummings, Lara; Carroll, Diane (2011). Overdrive. Literature in English: A Guide for Librarians in the Digital Age. NPR. (2011). "The e-Book Apocalypse: A Survivor's Guide". 31 (1): 39–51. ISBN 978-0-300-13740-8. Prweb.com. March 14, 2015 ^ Ebooks can tell which novels you didn't finish Archived October 12,
2016, at the Wayback Machine The Guardian. Project Gutenberg has over 52,000 freely available public domain e-books. Archived from the original on March 27, 2012. ^ Kehe, Marjorie (January 6, 2010). Retrieved January 8, 2015. ^ "The Simple Touch Reader". Archived from the original on November 5, 2011. A notable feature was automatic
tracking of the last page read so that on returning to the 'book' you were taken back to where you had previously left off reading. 30 (3): 181–4. Musto. "Pocketbook e-reader with Android". "Hands on review of the Pocketbook PRO 902 9.7 inch e-Reader". Insights. Archived from the original on April 30, 2017. S2CID 35048494. Vol. 55, no. 6. Early
implementations After Hart first adapted the U.S. Declaration of Independence into an electronic document in 1971, Project Gutenberg was launched to create electronic copies of more texts, especially books.[27] Another early e-book implementation was the desktop prototype for a proposed notebook computer, the Dynabook, in the 1970s at PARC:
a general-purpose portable personal computer capable of displaying books for reading.[28] In 1980, the U.S. Department of Defense began concept development for a portable electronic delivery device for technical maintenance information called project PEAM, the Portable Electronic Aid for Maintenance. April 15, 2002. Unofficial (and occasionally
unauthorized) catalogs of books became available on the web, and sites devoted to e-books began disseminating information about e-books to the public.[35] Nearly two-thirds of the U.S. Consumer e-book publishing market are controlled by the "Big Five". "Scanning the horizon of books & libraries – Google book settlement and online book rights",
Truth dig, September 29, 2009, archived from the original on January 23, 2013, retrieved October 3, 2009 "E-Books Spark Battle Inside Publishing Industry", The Washington Post, December 27, 2009. 2005 Amazon buys Mobipocket, the creator of the mobi e-book file format and e-reader software.[91] Google is sued for copyright infringement by the
Authors Guild for scanning books still in copyright.[92] 2006 Sony Reader PRS-500, with an E Ink screen and two weeks of battery life, is released.[93] LibreDigital launches BookBrowse as an online reader for publisher content.[citation needed] 2007 Size comparison of the Kindle 2 with the larger Kindle DX The International Digital Publishing
Forum releases EPUB to replace Open eBook.[94] In November, Amazon.com releases the Kindle e-reader with 6-inch E Ink screen in the US and it sells outs in 5.5 hours.[95] Simultaneously, the Kindle Store opens, with initially more than 88,000 e-books available.[95] Bookeen launches Cybook Gen3 in Europe; it can display e-books and play
audiobooks.[96] 2008 Adobe and Sony agree to share their technologies (Adobe Reader and DRM) with each other.[citation needed] Sony sells the Sony Reader PRS-505 in UK and France. "The Godfather of the E-Reader". Archived from the original on June 25, 2017. ISBN 978-0-7546-4779-9. ISBN 978-1-85286-013-4. Retrieved December 5, 2014. ^
Inside Macintosh CD-ROM. The final device was planned to include audio recordings, a magnifying glass, a calculator and an electric light for night reading.[13] Her device was never put into production but a prototype is kept in the National Museum of Science and Technology in A Coruña.[14] Douglas Engelbart and Andries van Dam (1960s)
Alternatively, some historians consider electronic books to have started in the early 1960s, with the NLS project headed by Douglas Engelbart at Stanford Research Institute (SRI), and the Hypertext Editing System and FRESS projects headed by Andries van Dam at Brown University.[15][16][17] FRESS documents ran on IBM mainframes and were
structure-oriented rather than line-oriented; they were formatted dynamically for different users, display hardware, window sizes, and so on, as well as having automated tables of contents, indexes, and so on. Archived from the original on August 7, 2013. E-reader-info.com. Generally, they claim that digital rights management is meant to prevent
illegal copying of the e-book. Telematics and Informatics. pp. 15–30. Meyrowitz; Andries van Dam (1985). Apple subsequently switches to using Adobe Acrobat.[74] The popular format for publishing e-books changes from plain text to HTML. Retrieved June 17, 2014. ^ a b DeRose, Steven J; van Dam, Andries (1999). ^ E-Book Sales Down 17% In First
Three Quarters Of 2016 Archived March 7, 2017, at the Wayback Machine Forbes, Retrieved March 6, 2017 ^ a b Hiltzik, Michael (May 1, 2017). June 15, 2012. Archived from the original on November 7, 2011. doi:10.1007/s11367-017-1417-5. "Kobo Touch E-Reader: You'll Want to Love It, But ..." Gizmodo.com. Archived from the original on February
13, 2015. "Consumer deception? (2001). ^ "Frequently asked questions regarding e-books and U.S. libraries". Archived from the original on June 17, 2014. ^ Lynn Neary; Don Gonyea (July 27, 2010). ^ Brown, Bob (2009), The Readies, ISBN 9780892630226, archived from the original on November 29, 2016, retrieved August 28, 2013. ^ The Future
of Books Archived September 27, 2016, at the Wayback Machine Wired, February 2006 ^ Journal, Alec Klein Staff Reporter of The Wall Street. Retrieved May 26, 2017. Archived from the original on September 30, 2019. Crugnola and I. Peter (March 1989). The Mobile Wave: How Mobile Intelligence Will Change Everything. ^ In Europe, Slower
Growth for e-Books Archived October 26, 2015, at the Wayback Machine. Hart types the US Declaration of Independence into a computer to create the first e-book available on the Internet and launches Project Gutenberg in order to create electronic copies of more books.[27] 1978 The Hitchhiker's Guide to the Galaxy radio series launches (novel
published in 1979), featuring an electronic reference book containing all knowledge in the Galaxy. The scope of the subject matter of these e-books included technical manuals for hardware, manufacturing techniques, and other subjects.[citation needed] In the 1990s, the general availability of the Internet made transferring electronic files much
easier, including e-books.[citation needed] In 1993, Paul Baim released a freeware HyperCard stack, called EBook, that allowed easy import of any text file to create a pageable version similar to an electronic paperback book. Her idea was to create a device which would decrease the number of books that her pupils carried to school. Oxford
University Press makes a selection of its books available as e-books through netLibrary. All these systems also provided extensive hyperlinking, graphics, and other capabilities. Philadelphia Business Journal. It was first demonstrated in a large scale at Kuala Lumpur International Airport.[134] October – Amazon releases the Kindle Voyage that has a
6-inch, 300 ppi E Ink Carta HD display, which was the highest resolution and contrast available in e-readers as of 2014.[135] It also features adaptive LED lights and page turn sensors on the sides of the device. Albert are granted US patents related to displaying electronic books, these patents are later used in the displays for most e-readers.[84]
Stephen King releases his novella Riding the Bullet exclusively online and it became the first mass-market e-book, selling 500,000 copies in 48 hours.[85] Microsoft releases the Microsoft Reader with ClearType for increased readability on PCs and handheld devices.[86] Microsoft and Amazon work together to sell e-books that can be purchased on
Amazon, and using Microsoft software downloaded to PCs and handhelds. ^ Barbour, Mary Beth (April 19, 2012). Baen.com. 1994. Retrieved December 17, 2014. E-books can be read on dedicated e-reader devices, but also on any computer device that features a controllable viewing screen, including desktop computers, laptops, tablets and
smartphones. August 1, 2011. Archived from the original on January 21, 2013. Barnes & Noble releases the Nook Glowlight, which has a 6-inch touchscreen using E Ink Pearl and Regal, with built-in front LED lights. The title of this stack may have been the first instance of the term 'ebook' used in the modern context.[32] E-book formats See also:
Comparison of e-book formats Reading an e-book on a third-generation Kindle As e-book formats emerged and proliferated,[citation needed] some garnered support from major software companies, such as Adobe with its PDF format that was introduced in 1993.[33] Unlike most other formats, PDF documents are generally tied to a particular
dimension and layout, rather than adjusting dynamically to the current page, window, or another size. "Case where Amazon remotely deleted titles from purchasers' devices". A. Person And Object: A Metaphysical Study. Archived from the original on October 12, 2011. The "Big Five" publishers are: Hachette, HarperCollins, Macmillan, Penguin
Random House and Simon & Schuster.[36] Libraries U.S. libraries began to offer free e-books to the public in 1998 through their websites and associated services,[37] although the e-books were primarily scholarly, technical or professional in nature, and could not be downloaded. ^ Slattery, Brennon (November 10, 2009). 1992. Retrieved November
17, 2013. Morriss as inventors. Depending on the device, an e-book may be readable in low light or even total darkness. Publishers Weekly. Retrieved May 12, 2015. Retrieved April 24, 2012. ^ Taipale, S (2014). "Barnes & Noble Said to Be Likely to End Search Without Buyer". ^ Chisholm, Roderick M (August 16, 2004). "Ebooks: a beginner's guide".
^ a b "e-book Definition from PC Magazine Encyclopedia". ^ "Amazon Media Room: Press Releases". The Public Domain: Enclosing the Commons of the Mind. "Google Launches Google eBooks, Formerly Google Editions". Archived from the original on October 16, 2014. Archived from the original on May 17, 2016. Moerer further testified that
iBookstore acquired about an additional 20% by adding Random House in 2011.[121] A Kobo Aura's settings menu Five major US e-book publishers, as part of their settlement of a price-fixing suit, are ordered to refund about $3 for every electronic copy of a New York Times best-seller that they sold from April 2010 to May 2012.[108] This could
equal $160 million in settlement charges. ^ "Project Gutenberg". "Why Printed Books Will Never Die". ^ "Google Books ruled legal in massive win for fair use". ^ Copyright Term and the Public Domain in the United States Archived February 26, 2015, at the Wayback Machine. July – US District Court Judge Denise Cote finds Apple guilty of conspiring
to raise the retail price of e-books and schedules a trial in 2014 to determine damages.[122] August – Kobo releases the Kobo Aura, a baseline touchscreen six-inch e-reader. Examples are apps for the Amazon Kindle,[57] Barnes & Noble Nook, iBooks, Kobo eReader and Sony Reader. "The European Union has decided that ebooks are really books,
after all". ^ Michael S. www.danielsays.com. Courier Service. "With Oyster, keep 100,000 books in your pocket for $10 a month". ^ a b eBook Revenues Top Hardcover – GalleyCat Archived July 1, 2013, at the Wayback Machine. March 29, 2014. Retrieved December 2, 2010. ^ What are the most looked up words on the Kindle? June 20, 2012.
Archived from the original on March 22, 2017 – via The Guardian. "Paperback fighter: sales of physical books now outperform digital titles". Wall Street Journal. Pogue.blogs.nytimes.com. doi:10.1177/1461444815586984. Archived from the original on February 25, 2015. Retrieved November 21, 2007. , active Book-length publication in digital form Ecommerce Online goods and services Digital distribution Ebooks Software Streaming media Retail services Banking DVD-by-mail Delivery (commerce) Flower delivery Food delivery Online food ordering Grocery Pharmacy Travel Marketplace services Advertising Auctions Comparison shopping Auction software Social commerce Trading communities
Wallet Mobile commerce Payment Ticketing Customer service Call centre Help desk Live support software E-procurement Purchase-to-pay Super-appsvte Reading an e-book on an e-reader An ebook (short for electronic book), also known as an e-book or eBook, is a book publication made available in digital form, consisting of text, images, or both,
readable on the flat-panel display of computers or other electronic devices.[1] Although sometimes defined as "an electronic version of a printed book",[2] some e-books exist without a printed equivalent. August 18, 2010. Global eBook: Current Conditions & Future Projections. Archived from the original on September 25, 2015. Retrieved November
2, 2015. ^ a b "E-Books Top Hardcovers at Amazon". ^ Boesen, Steffen (May 12, 2015). Archived January 20, 2012, at the Wayback Machine Text of an exhibition held at the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, 1995. Archived December 24, 2014, at the Wayback Machine Google Support. Retrieved June 17, 2011. April 25, 2012. An e-reader is
similar in form, but more limited in purpose than a tablet. CBS Media. Retrieved March 21, 2013. This e-reader, with expandable storage, could store up to 100,000 pages of content, including text, graphics and pictures.[80] The Cybook is sold and manufactured at first by Cytale (1998–2003) and later by Bookeen. ^ John Hilton III; David Wiley
(Winter 2010). 3. iPad: Which e-book reader should you buy?". ^ Apple Loses Appeal in eBook Antitrust Case, June 30, 2015, archived from the original on July 1, 2015, retrieved June 30, 2015. Retrieved December 10, 2013. ^ Yates, Emma; Books, Guardian Unlimited (December 19, 2001). 0 ratings0% found this document useful (0 votes)272K
views13,675 pages Your browser sent an invalid request. Archived from the original on January 8, 2015. James, Bradley (November 20, 2002). www.bbc.co.uk. 1 (1): 7–32. "Is This 1949 Device the World's First E-Reader?". doi:10.1016/j.tele.2013.02.005. June 14, 2005. Journal of Interlibrary Loan, Document Delivery & Electronic Reserve. Sony
releases the Reader Pocket Edition and Reader Touch Edition. Pubmed Central also now provides archiving and access to over 4.1 million articles, maintained in a standard XML format known as the Journal Article Tag Suite (or "JATS"). Google Books has converted many public domain works to this open format.[34] In 2010, e-books continued to gain
in their own specialist and underground markets.[citation needed] Many e-book publishers began distributing books that were in the public domain.[citation needed] At the same time, authors with books that were not accepted by publishers offered their works online so they could be seen by others. "How Green Is My iPad". ISBN 978-0-8389-8081-1.
PR Newswire. Pew Research. 1965 Andries van Dam starts the HES (and later FRESS) projects, with assistance from Ted Nelson, to develop and use electronic textbooks for humanities and in pedagogy.[16][17] 1971 Michael S. macgui.com. ^ 電子書籍端末ショーケース：DATA Discman――ソニー February 25, 2012, ITmedia eBook USER ^ Cohen,
Michael (December 19, 2013). Archived October 19, 2015, at the Wayback Machine Retrieved October 22, 2015. A digitized version of the Gutenberg Bible is made available online at the British Library.[87] 2001 Adobe releases Adobe Acrobat Reader 5.0 allowing users to underline, take notes and bookmark. Retrieved February 25, 2015.
S2CID 39026072. Archived from the original on June 20, 2014. ^ Chaey, Christina (September 5, 2013). The Christian Science Monitor. ^ "Microsoft Reader Archived August 22, 2005, at the Wayback Machine August 2000 ^ Pearson, David (2006). "Ung millionær vil skabe litterær spotify". ^ Palm Digital Media and OverDrive, Inc. Barnes & Noble
estimates it has a 27% share of the US e-book market.[120] June – Barnes & Noble announces its intention to discontinue manufacturing Nook tablets, but to continue producing black-and-white e-readers such as the Nook Simple Touch.[120] June – Apple executive Keith Moerer testifies in the e-book price fixing trial that the iBookstore held
approximately 20% of the e-book market share in the United States within the months after launch – a figure that Publishers Weekly reports is roughly double many of the previous estimates made by third parties. Reuters. Archived from the original on September 1, 2011. ^ Catone, Josh (January 16, 2013). February 13, 2015. 1993 Peter James
publishes his novel Host on two floppy disks, which at the time was called the "world's first electronic novel"; a copy of it is stored at the Science Museum.[70] Hugo Award and Nebula Award nominee works are included on a CD-ROM by Brad Templeton.[71] Launch of Bibliobytes, a website for obtaining e-books, both for free and for sale on the
Internet.[72] Paul Baim releases the EBook 1.0 HyperCard stack that allows the user to easily convert any text file into a HyperCard based pageable book.[32] 1994 C & M Online is founded in Raleigh, North Carolina and begins publishing e-books through its imprint, Boson Books; authors include Fred Chappell, Kelly Cherry, Leon Katz, Richard
Popkin, and Robert Rodman. New York Times (November 12, 2014). Some of the results were that only 44.4% of UK readers finished the bestselling e-book The Goldfinch and the 2014 top selling e-book in the UK, "One Cold Night", was finished by 69% of readers; this is evidence that while popular e-books are being completely read, some e-books
are only sampled.[165] Comparison to printed books Advantages iLiad e-book reader equipped with an e-paper display visible in sunlight In the space that a comparably sized physical book takes up, an e-reader can contain thousands of e-books, limited only by its memory capacity. Archived from the original on October 26, 2011. Often, e-books are
produced from pre-existing hard-copy books, generally by document scanning, sometimes with the use of robotic book scanners, having the technology to quickly scan books without damaging the original print edition. ^ a b c d Schuessler, Jennifer (April 11, 2010). ^ eBooks: 1998 – The first ebook readers Archived February 6, 2015, at the Wayback
Machine. ^ "Kobo crams 1.5 million pixels into its 6.8" Aura H2O e-reader". December 9, 2013. Archived from the original on August 23, 2014. Amazon releases the Kindle DX that has a 9.7-inch screen in the U.S. Barnes & Noble releases the Nook e-reader in the US. ^ Patel, Nilay (January 27, 2010). The Battle to Define the Future of the Book in the
Digital World, First Monday – Peer reviewed journal. 23 (9): 1874–1887. Retrieved December 5, 2019. "Sony Reader Touch and Amazon Kindle 3 go head-to-head". Archived from the original on August 8, 2017. Retrieved May 28, 2019. Retrieved May 6, 2016. LA Times. ^ a b Carmody, Steven; Gross, Walter; Nelson, Theodor H; Rice, David; van Dam,
Andries (1969), "A Hypertext Editing System for the /360", in Faiman; Nievergelt (eds.), Pertinent Concepts in Computer Graphics: Proceedings of the Second 17 University of Illinois Conference on Computer Graphics, University of Illinois Press, pp. 291–330. However, this work is sometimes omitted; perhaps because the digitized text was a means
for studying written texts and developing linguistic concordances, rather than as a published edition in its own right.[11] In 2005, the Index was published online.[12] Ángela Ruiz Robles (1949) In 1949, Ángela Ruiz Robles, a teacher from Ferrol, Spain, patented the Enciclopedia Mecánica, or the Mechanical Encyclopedia, a mechanical device which
operated on compressed air where text and graphics were contained on spools that users would load onto rotating spindles. ^ "Index Thomisticus", Corpus Thomisticum. ^ Lallanilla, Marc (January 30, 2013). thetechjournal.com. Archived from the original on July 27, 2010. Some notable candidates include the following: Roberto Busa (1946–1970) The
first e-book may be the Index Thomisticus, a heavily annotated electronic index to the works of Thomas Aquinas, prepared by Roberto Busa, S.J. beginning in 1946 and completed in the 1970s.[10] Although originally stored on a single computer, a distributable CD-ROM version appeared in 1989. In the late 1990s, a consortium formed to develop the
Open eBook format as a way for authors and publishers to provide a single source-document which many book-reading software and hardware platforms could handle. The Verge. "E-readers and the death of the book: Or, new media and the myth of the disappearing medium" (PDF). "The Apple iPad: starting at $499". "The Electronic Book." In Suarez,
Michael Felix, and H. ^ Yankelovich, Nicole; Meyrowitz, Norman; van Dam, Andries (October 1985), "Reading and Writing the Electronic Book", Computer, 18 (10): 15–30, doi:10.1109/mc.1985.1662710, S2CID 12214362. ^ Alexis KIRKE (1995). Archived from the original on October 28, 2010. Electronic Poetry Centre, University of Buffalo. R. "Doña
Angelita, la inventora gallega del libro electrónico". April 15, 2013. "Kindle for PC Released, Color Kindle Coming Soon?". "Why doesn't everyone love reading e-books?". Archived from the original on August 7, 2011. Retrieved January 27, 2012.{{cite web}}: CS1 maint: unfit URL (link) ^ "Beyond Ebooks". Archived from the original on October 28,
2014. 164. The ebook standard. March 31, 2005. 13 (1). Retrieved January 11, 2015. "A New Printing Technology Sets Off a High-Stakes Race". ^ Neil Gaiman (1988). Peter Kincaid.[29] A patent application for the PEAM device,[30] titled "Apparatus for delivering procedural type instructions", was submitted by Texas Instruments on December 4,
1985, listing John K. Amazon-published and self-published titles accounted for 17 million of those books (worth £58m) in 2014, representing 5% of the overall book market and 15% of the digital market. Mobile mag. June – Apple settles the e-book antitrust case that alleged Apple conspired to e-book price fixing out of court with the States; however if
Judge Cote's ruling is overturned in appeal the settlement would be reversed.[129] July – Amazon launches Kindle Unlimited, an unlimited-access e-book and audiobook subscription service.[130] 2015 June – The 2nd US Circuit Court of Appeals with a 2:1 vote concurs with Judge Cote that Apple conspired to e-book price fixing and violated federal
antitrust law.[131] Apple appealed the decision. ^ "All Eight Roy Grace Novels by Peter James Now Available in e-Book Format in the United States". Archived from the original on May 9, 2016. ^ Affection for PDA Archived June 23, 2012, at the Wayback Machine Inside Higher Ed Steve Kolowich, June 20, 2012 ^ a b "Library Ebook Vendors Assess
the Road Ahead". Retrieved August 1, 2013. March 25, 2004. (1989). "Books Don't Want to Be Free". Archived from the original on November 23, 2007. and Apple Inc., are DRM-protected and tied to the publisher's e-reader software or hardware. External links Wikimedia Commons has media related to Electronic books. With e-books, users can
browse through titles online, and then when they select and order titles, the e-book can be sent to them online or the user can download the e-book.[3] By the early 2010s, e-books had begun to overtake hardcover by overall publication figures in the U.S.[4] The main reasons for people buying e-books are possibly lower prices, increased comfort (as
they can buy from home or on the go with mobile devices) and a larger selection of titles.[5] With e-books, "electronic bookmarks make referencing easier, and e-book readers may allow the user to annotate pages."[6] "Although fiction and non-fiction books come in e-book formats, technical material is especially suited for e-book delivery because it
can be digitally searched" for keywords. ISBN 978-0-415-29593-2. Retrieved May 5, 2011. IDPF. Archived from the original on June 19, 2012. Archived from the original on September 12, 2015. NBC News. ^ a b Patel, Nilay (November 21, 2007). 1999 The NIST releases the Open eBook format based on XML to the public domain; most future e-book
formats derive from Open eBook.[81] Publisher Simon & Schuster creates a new imprint called iBooks and becomes the first trade publisher to simultaneously publish some of its titles in e-book and print format. ^ "Update your PRS-500 Reader", Style, Sony, archived from the original on January 7, 2010, retrieved November 18, 2009. ^ Boyle, James
(2008). ^ "Best Sellers. Several scholars from the TEI were closely involved in the early development of Open eBook [1]. Archived from the original on September 6, 2011. doi:10.1145/1785414.1785429. "E-book market share down slightly in 2015". "Father Roberto Busa: one academic's impact on HE and my career". PCMag.com. The Independent.
Print and Electronic Text Convergence. ^ "Apple settles ebook antitrust case, set to pay millions in damages". (accessed September 2, 2010). The Digital Reader. Retrieved December 15, 2009. Books that we can touch; books that we can smell; books that we can depend on.[182] Apart from all the emotional and habitual aspects, there are also some
readability and usability issues that need to be addressed by publishers and software developers. Archived from the original on June 17, 2011. Retrieved May 24, 2014. ^ Fortunati, L.; Vincent, J. Live Science. ^ Covert, Adrian. Retrieved May 21, 2011. "Reading and Writing the Electronic Book". doi:10.2200/S00215ED1V01Y200907ICR009. releases
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